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Leaders steering business transformation initiatives, in public and private enterprise, need strategic BA’s,
PM’s, and EAs, working collaboratively to ensure business objectives are realized. We also need to
reduce the risk of transformation failures by empowering people, fixing the process, and by integrating
productivity tools. While transformation failures are growing, a small percentage of organizations are
winning digital transformation initiatives. Find out what success looks like and why they are winning.
Creating collaborative transformations with diverse stakeholders are not the skills of traditional BAs, PM’s
and EA’s. Learn insights, from the trenches, on why BA’s PM’s and EA’s need to climb rise above silos
and work together to dramatically reduce risk and improve business value. Share insights on how the top
performing organizations practice a system’s thinking approach to get it right the first time and avoid
painful failures. Learn directly from recent case studies on how to succeed when planning and executing
transformation projects across complex landscapes, involving diverse stakeholders, and many tools with
duplicated information and no traceability.
Over twenty successful Sparx EA TOGAF repository deployment engagements, Millar developed the
open INTEGRATED Framework for Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect, consisting of a harmonized
blend of modeling standards from respected individuals and standards groups including, OMG BMM,
OMG BPMN, OMG BIZBOK, OMG UML, CMMI, IEEE, IIBA BABOK, and TOGAF. Learn how one
consultant firm has proven to their clients how to accelerate transformations, improve business flexibility,
and reduce the painful risk of transformation failure. Enterprise Architects must ensure value by
dramatically reducing transformation risks.
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Millar is a proven expert in the areas of business and enterprise architecture
transformations involving the collaboration of business leaders, enterprise architects,
business analysts, projects managers, and is an loyal Sparx Systems Partner since
2001. Ramsay offers his consulting practice, and mentorship workshops to a diverse
international client base through INTEGRATE iT. Ramsay shares “insights from the road” gathered
across his many consulting and training events.

